SUPER BEE 300LFG LIQUID pH ADJUSTER is an alkaline additive used to maintain pH.

BENEFITS

- Liquid.
- Contains no heavy metals.

NOTES PRIOR TO HANDLING

Before using your McGean-Rohco, Inc. products, all safety and operating instructions should be read and understood. If you have any questions, please contact your McGean-Rohco representative before proceeding.

NOTE: To place an order, call or FAX Customer Service at 800-932-7006 / Fax 1-216-441-1377
Super Bee 300LFG Liquid pH Adjuster Product Code # 20101-JPN-001
USE PROCEDURES

Super Bee 300LFG Liquid pH Adjuster is an additive used to maintain the pH of Super Bee 300LFG cleaning solutions.

3.0 fluid ounces of Super Bee 300LFG Liquid pH Adjuster/100 gallons of solution (0.02% by volume) will raise the pH 0.1 unit.

PROPERTIES

- A clear, colorless liquid.

PRECAUTIONS

- Skin or eye contact can cause burning or irritation. Chemical goggles or face shield and chemical-resistant gloves are recommended.
- Do not take internally.
- In case of accidental contact, flush skin and eyes with cool water. If irritation persists, seek medical attention.
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